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This guide concerning Customs Modernisation is not meant to delve into 
the precise technical and legal detail associated with Customs. It should, 
therefore, not be used as a legal reference.

Should you require any additional information, you may:
•	 Contact	the	SARS	Call	Centre	on	0800	00	SARS	(7277),	or
•	 Visit	 the	SARS	website,	www.sars.gov.za, click on Customs and then 

Customs Modernisation

South African Revenue Service
November	2010
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INTRODUCTION

This	year,	the	way	SARS	and	trade	interact	will	continue	to	improve	with	
some fundamental changes. These latest changes are the continuation of 
the	 far-reaching	 Customs	 Modernisation	 Programme	 launched	 in	 2009	
to make it easier and more convenient for traders to comply with their 
obligations.

The Modernisation Programme involves the use of a modern, electronic 
and integrated technology platform together with a redesign of basic 
processes	to	bring	about	several	benefits	for	traders	and	for	SARS.	These	
benefits include greater ease of movement of goods and cost savings for 
traders	as	well	as	increased	efficiency	for	SARS.

The first change was the introduction of the Electronic Data Interchange 
(EDI)	a	few	years	ago.	Since	then	the	uptake	of	EDI	by	trade	has	grown	
remarkably	–	SARS	Customs	now	receives	more	than	95%	of	international	
clearance declarations electronically.

In	November	last	year,	SARS	introduced	one	of	the	biggest	changes	to	be	
implemented in Customs in more than a decade. The entire declaration 
process was redesigned in line with international instruments like the 
Kyoto	Convention	and	World	Customs	Organisation	(WCO)	Customs	Data	
Model	(called	Release	1).	

This	 year	 SARS	 is	 building	 on	 the	 gains	 of	 the	 last	 year	 by	 introducing	
other key changes under the Customs Modernisation Programme, many 
of	which	will	be	launched	as	from	10	June	2011	(Release	2).	

RELEASE 1
Release	 1	 of	 the	 Customs	 Modernisation	 Programme	 enabled	 a	 step	
change in customs clearance processing bringing internal staff, external 
traders, and trade practitioners in line with the ‘new’ way of representing 
goods for clearance under Home Use or a Customs Procedure. 
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Although	 this	 phase	 does	 not	 align	 customs	 clearance	 fully	 with	 the	
expectations and intent contemplated in the draft Control Bill, an interim 
framework has  been developed that will take account of current clearance 
requirements, while at the same time prepare traders for a new mindset 
before	the	introduction	of	the	new	Customs	Act.

RELEASE 2
Release	2	follows	a	similar	path	to	Release	1	where	current	customs	legacy	
systems serve as backend processing engines for clearance and release 
purposes. The most significant enhancement this time around concerns a 
new internal customs case management and inspection process, which will 
have a limited impact on traders. 

IMPLEMENTATION IMPACT OF RELEASE 2
Some	 important	characteristics	of	Customs	Modernisation	Release	2	are	
as follows:

A. Customs Clearance

1. Amendments	 to	Cross	border	 (CCA)	 clearances	will,	 as	of	10	 June	
2011,	be	administered	via	a	SAD504	in	respect	of	import	clearances	
and	the	SAD554	in	respect	of	export	clearances.	The	SAD503	is	with-
drawn from use.

2. Purpose	Codes	TOL,	TIR,	and	TGR	are	no	longer	permitted.	No	corre-
sponding customs procedure codes have been defined. This is based 
on the principle that the party importing goods must be registered 
and eligible to clear goods under the ordinary levy, industrial or gen-
eral rebate provisions

3. Certain clearances for ‘home use’, and all clearances for ‘inward pro-
cessing’, ‘home processing’, ‘temporary admission’, and ‘outward 
processing’ will require the declaration of a ‘procedure measure’. This 
implies	the	insertion	of	a	3rd	or	4th	Schedule	Rebate	item	as	the	cus-
toms procedure code dictates. If in doubt, declarant’s may use the 
“Guide	to	Application	of	Customs	Procedure	Codes”	available	on	the	
SARS	Customs	Modernisation	webpage.

4. Refund	applications	(DA66)	lodged	in	respect	of	refunds	and	draw-
backs will follow the current assessment and approval processes. 
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Traders	should	take	note	that	refund	amendments	(vouchers	of	cor-
rection)	can	also	be	submitted	via	the	EDI	channel	for	processing	by	
Customs. 

5. Provisional	 payments	 (DA70)	 in	 respect	 of	 ‘surety’,	 ‘penalty’,	 and	
‘forfeiture’ will follow the current assessment, approval and payment 
process.

6. Processing of all other non-declaration financial documents will fol-
low the current processes.

7. Normal	excise	declarations	(except	ZIB	and	ZRW	excise	transactions)	
will be managed according to the current purpose codes, and must 
be submitted within the new data structure catered for in the revised 
declaration format – refer to the CUSDEC mapping guide.

B. Supporting Documents

One	of	the	significant	enhancements	being	launched	as	part	of	Release	2	
is the ability for traders to submit supporting documentation electronically 
to	 SARS.	 Substantial	 development	 and	 testing	 of	 SARS’s	 e@syScan	
software has occurred between service providers and Customs over the 
past few months to enable them to integrate the software into their 
trade applications. Under the new release, when a customs broker or 
trader receives an electronic customs status response message with the 
code	 ‘13’,	via	 the	EDI	channel,	 this	will	 imply	 that	Customs	requires	 the	
declarant to submit supporting documents for a desk audit. Note: this is 
the	equivalent	of	a	‘detain	for	customs’	in	the	past.	The	e@syScan	package	
will now enable a customs broker, importer or exporter to directly upload 
supporting documents as required by Customs.

So what exactly are ‘supporting documents’? These are, simply, the 
shipping documents used in order to declare a consignment for duty, tax 
and regulatory purposes through Customs. When you receive a customs 
status	 ‘13’	message,	 you	will	 be	 required	 to	 submit	 specific	 supporting	
documents	via	the	integrated	e@syScan	software	provided	by	your	service	
provider.

For traders/declarants who operate electronically via the EDI channel, and 
who	do	not	have	access	 to	 the	e@syScan	software,	 they	will	be	able	 to	
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deliver supporting documents to their nearest Customs branch office.  
Initially,	 the	 branch	 offices	 at	 Durban,	 Cape	 Town,	 Johannesburg,	 and	
Oliver	Tambo	International	Airport	(ORTIA)	will	provide	dedicated	scanning	
facilities where the supplied documents will be uploaded and then returned 
to the trader. 

For remaining Customs offices, the current manual procedure will apply. 
However,	these	documents	will	be	retained	by	SARS	and	therefore	should	
be copies of originals. This process will apply until such time as these offices 
are able to do document scanning. 

Please note: Traders are not to submit or bring supporting documents into 
Customs offices unless requested	(for	the	above	four	offices).

C. Customs Inspection

One	 of	 the	 biggest	 changes	 that	will	 take	 place	 from	 10	 June	 2011	 is	
the introduction of an electronic case management and inspection process 
which will eliminate the current manual stop and inspection process. 

This will support automated workflow between Customs assessment 
officers and inspectors by using a modern user interface, called Service 
Manager.

For	Release	2,	cases	will	be	initiated	based	on	risk	and	will	enable	officers	
to	track	the	case	through	its	inspection	life-cycle.	A	‘case’	is	an	electronic	
workflow where the officer is able to capture inspection outcomes, as 
well as view supporting documents electronically submitted by traders in 
mitigation of a stop or detention. 

In addition, the system will interface with an electronic inspection booking 
system which aims at expediting the Customs inspection process. This 
booking system logs bookings that have been made using the same 
process as carried out today. The outcome of each stage of an inspection 
triggers a response to the trader advising of the status of the consignment 
or	inspection	outcome.	This	is	a	significant	step	forward	and	SARS	hopes	
that the benefits derived will directly translate into cost savings for trade.
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Additionally,	 a	 huge	 part	 of	 the	 declaration	 and	 inspection	 process	 is	
now being centralised, with the creation of Customs Compliance Centres 
in	 Alberton,	 Cape	 Town,	 Durban	 and	 Doringkloof	 (these	 will	 only	 be	
introduced at a later stage, following the piloting of the new system and 
process	 in	the	current	Customs	structure	over	the	next	few	months).	All	
documentary	 inspections	 will	 eventually	 be	 done	 in	 these	 Centres	 (or	
Hubs),	while	 physical	 inspections	will	 be	 conducted	 by	 Customs	 Border	
Control Officers at the Ports of Entry, and specialists mainly based in the 
branches will finalise the case.

All	 Inspections	 will	 work	 on	 a	 “Get-Next”	 basis,	 where	 cases	 will	 be	
assigned to inspectors based on their availability/geographical location and 
the risk priority of a particular case.

All	of	 this	will	help	stamp	out	collusion	 in	 the	 inspection	process	as	 the	
trader will not know who is dealing with their consignment.

The introduction of Customs’ new case management solution will also 
mean enhanced tracking and tracing of cases – traders will be able to 
phone the contact centre with their case number or go to a Customs office 
to find out where their cases are in the process.

The inspection booking process

SARS	will	introduce	a	new	inspection	procedure	from	10	June	2011.	It	will	
be	piloted	at	 its	 four	main	offices	–	 Johannesburg,	Durban,	Cape	Town	
and	ORTIA	–	over	the	first	four	weeks,	followed	by	the	rest	of	the	Customs	
offices over the weeks following.

If	an	inspection	is	required,	SARS	will	notify	the	trader	to	make	a	booking	
and the trader then has up to four days to make a booking for the cargo 
to be inspected. 

The new procedure is more proactive than in the past as there was no 
system	within	 SARS	 to	 follow	up	on	bookings	 and	 cargo	would	 remain	
unreleased. 
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The basic steps will be as follows:
Step	1:		A	Document	Inspector	(eventually	based	in	one	of	four	national	
Hubs)	indicates	that	an	inspection	is	needed	on	a	specific	case.

Step	2:	The	SARS	system	sends	an	electronic	request	to	the	trader	to	make	
an inspection booking. The trader has up to four days to make the booking 
using the same process per port as they are using today.

Step	3:	If	a	booking	is	not	made	after	four	days,	a	reminder	is	sent	to	the	
trader via EDI. If they are not an electronic trader, then they will be notified 
via a Customs branch.

Step	4:	When	a	booking	is	made	using	the	same	method	as	used	in	the	
past,	this	will	be	captured	electronically	on	to	the	new	SARS	system	called	
Service Manager

While some steps will now be done electronically, other steps remain the 
same.  Whoever the trader booked with before, they will still book with 
now. 

A	big	plus	is	that	trade	will	now	have	fixed	booking	times	which	will	be	
managed	by	SARS	through	the	Service	Manager	system.	

Cases will also be assigned to Customs Border Control inspectors through 
Service Manager. If, for whatever reason, the trade representative cannot 
make the appointment, they need to contact the person with whom they 
made the booking to update them so that they can make changes on the 
system in order to inform the inspectors. 

For the first time, cargo inspections will now be conducted by Border 
Control officers who will receive clear, direct instructions from Document 
Inspectors.

Another	difference	for	traders	is	that	they	will	no	longer	receive	a	DA74	
(inspection	release	note)	from	inspectors.	

In	 the	 past,	 inspectors	manually	 completed	 a	 DA74	 and	 gave	 it	 to	 the	
agent. Under the new procedure, the inspector will go back to the office, 
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write a report on his findings which will then be captured on Service 
Manager.  It will then go to a Finalisation Officer who will make a decision 
based on the report. The final outcome of the case will then be sent to the 
trader	via	EDI	(if	electronic)	or	the	Customs	branch	(if	manual).

Traders	can	also	track	the	progress	of	their	case	through	the	SARS	contact	
centre	 (0800	 00	 7277)	 or	 at	 a	 Customs	 branch	 where	 Customs	 staff	
members can check the status on a Service Manager dashboard. 

D. Customs Declaration and Response Message Statuses

Introduction of the new Customs automated inspection workflow means 
that traders will receive more electronic status messages from Customs 
than was the case in the past. For each and every inbound electronic 
submission by a trader to Customs, there will result one or more status 
response messages. The table below indicates the complete list of inbound 
and outbound message types and response statuses.

Trader Submissions Customs Responses

Code Description Code Description

9 An	 original	
declaration

1 Release

4 An	 amend-
ment declara-
tion

2 Stop / Detain for Customs

5 A	 replace-
ment declara-
tion

4 Detain	Other	(Other	Government	Agency)

1 A	cancellation	
declaration

6 Reject	to	Clearer

7 Ready	for	Cash	Payment

8 Received	and	updated	on	Customs	system

9 Already	on	Customs	system

13 Query - Supporting documents required

14 Referred	to	Checking	(Excise	clearances	only)

23 Cancelling	a	CUSRES	
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Trader Submissions Customs Responses

Code Description Code Description

24 Amending	a	CUSRES

25 Release	Revocation

26 Amendment	notification	(stop	note	advice)

27 Amendment	granted

28 Cancellation granted

29 Replacement	granted

30 Insufficient funds

31 Information message to client

32 Goods	seized

It is important for traders to monitor the receipt of customs message 
statuses as the code will indicate not only the status, but also what the 
follow-up course of action will be. Most of these codes are self-explanatory, 
however, several sample scenarios are provided below to illustrate how 
they will work in practice: 

Scenario 
Customs status 
sequence

1. Entry submitted
>	Released 1

2. Entry submitted
>	Payment	Required
>>	Released

>	7
>>	1

3. Entry submitted
> Flagged for inspection
>> Payment required
>>>	Released

>	7
>>	13
>>>	1

4. Entry submitted
>	Detain	for	OGA

Note:	such	goods	are	released	under	the	Customs	Act,	but	
are nonetheless dependent for their physical release by the 
government agency concerned. 

>	4
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Scenario 
Customs status 
sequence

5. Entry submitted
> Flagged for inspection
>> Stopped for physical / scan / detain
>>>	Released

>	13
>> 2
>>>	1

6. Entry submitted
> Flagged for inspection
>> Stopped for physical
>>>	Request	adjustment
>>>>	Accept	Adjustment
>>>>>	Release

Note:	 notwithstanding	 the	 issuance	of	 status	 ‘27’	on	 suc-
cessful acceptance of an amendment declaration, release 
will	always	be	initiated	by	a	status	‘1’.

>	13
>> 2
>>>	26
>>>>	27
>>>>>	1

7. Entry submitted 
> Flagged for inspection
>> Stopped for physical
>>>	Request	adjustment
>>>>	Reject	Adjustment
>>>>>	Accept	Adjustment	(after	resubmission)
>>>>>>	Release

>	13
>> 2
>>>	26
>>>>	6
>>>>>	27
>>>>>>	1

8. Entry submitted
> Flagged for inspection
>> Stopped for x-ray scanning
>>> Stopped for physical
>>>>	Request	adjustment
>>>>>	Accept	Adjustment	
>>>>>>	Release

Note: stop for x-ray scanning will only be initiated where the 
port contains a scanning facility.

>	13
>> 2
>>> 2
>>>>	26
>>>>>	27
>>>>>>	1

9. Entry submitted
> Flagged for inspection
>> Detain for Customs
>>> Stopped for physical
>>>>	Request	adjustment
>>>>>	Accept	Adjustment	
>>>>>>	Release

>	13
>> 2
>>> 2
>>>>	26
>>>>>	27
>>>>>>	1
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Scenario 
Customs status 
sequence

10. Entry submitted 
> Flagged for inspection
>> Stopped for physical
>>>	Request	adjustment	(Cancel	and	Replace)
>>>>	Accept	Replacement
>>>>>	Accept	Cancellation
>>>>>>	Release

>	13
>> 2
>>>	26
>>>>	29
>>>>>	28
>>>>>>	1

11. Entry submitted 
> Flagged for inspection
>> Stopped for physical
>>>	Request	adjustment	(Amend	and	Replace)
>>>>	Accept	Replacement
>>>>>	Accept	Amendment
>>>>>>	Release	Replacement
>>>>>>>	Release	Amendment

Note: in this instance two release statuses are given – one 
for the amendment clearance and the other for the new 
replacement clearance.

>	13
>> 2
>>>	26
>>>>	29
>>>>>	27
>>>>>>	1
>>>>>>>	1

12. Entry submitted 
> Flagged for inspection
>> Stopped for physical
>>>	Goods	seized

>	13
>> 2
>>>	32

13. Entry submitted 
> Flagged for inspection
>> Stopped for physical
>>> Seize goods
>>>>	Unlawful	seizure	(Released)

>	13
>> 2
>>>	32
>>>>	1

14. Entry submitted 
> Flagged for inspection
>> Stopped for physical
>>> Seize goods
>>>>	Request	amendment
>>>>>	Accept	amendment
>>>>>>	Seizure	mitigated	(Released)

Note: acceptance of the request for amendment could be 
subject	to	the	submission	of	supporting	documents.	In	such	
instance	a	status	‘31’	would	precede	status	‘27’.

>	13
>> 2
>>>	32
>>>>	26
>>>>>	27
>>>>>>	1
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Scenario 
Customs status 
sequence

15. Entry submitted 
> Flagged for inspection
>>	Detain	for	Customs	(Outcome	=	refund)
>>>	Release	(Refund	claimed	separately	-	new	case)

>	13
>> 2
>>>	1

16. Entry submitted
> Flagged for inspection
>>	Detain	for	Customs	(Outcome	=	partial	underpayment	/	
						overpayment)
>>>	Request	Amendment	(Underpayment)
>>>>	Accept	Amendment	
>>>>>	Release	(Refund	claimed	separately	-	new	case)

>	13
>> 2

>>>	26
>>>>	27
>>>>>	1

17. Entry submitted.
> Flagged for inspection.
>>	Detain	for	Customs	(Outcome	=	partial	underpayment	/	
						overpayment).
>>>	Request	Amendment	(Underpayment).
>>>>	Declarant	disagrees	–	submits	amendment	[4]	with	
Change  
										Acknowledgement	Indicator	“3”.	
>>>>>	SARS	issues	Information	Message	to	client	request-
ing 
            provisional payment for motivated appeal.
>>>>>> Declarant makes payment – submits copy of 
payment 
														and	receipt	as	a	supporting	document	[E@syScan].	
Case 
              remains pended until declarant submits motivated 
appeal 
														via	E@syScan.

>	13
>> 2

>>>	26

>>>>	31

 
In addition, it is important for trade to take note of the comments and 
Err fields on all response messages as all communication from inspectors 
will	 be	 populated	 in	 these	 fields.	 Related	 to	 this	 is	 the	 Err	 field	 on	 the	
CUSRES	26	(Amendment	Notification)	that	will	be	utilised	to	inform	traders	
of all requested changes on the declaration. Traders will then be required 
to submit their amended versions of the declaration with the Change 
Acknowledgement	 Indicator	 field	 populated	 to	 indicate	 their	 decision	
regarding the requested changes.
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E. From MAS to ACM

The	current	Manifest	Acquittal	System	(MAS)	has	now	been	re-engineered	
and re-written on the same platform as the new Customs risk engine 
which will allow speedy intake of data, reconciliation and risk assessment.
 
The	first	phase	of	this	project	involved	the	decommissioning	of	the	old	MAS	
system	on	6	May	2011	and	replacing	 it	with	the	brand	new	Automated	
Cargo	Management	(ACM)	system.	

The emphasis now is on increased data take-on and client registration. This 
is	necessary	as	SARS	will	be	relying	heavily	on	up-to-date,	electronic	data	
from	trade	for	the	“matching”	of	data	to	occur	under	the	new	system.

In the new system, advance information, declaration information as well 
as movement data, will be matched to ascertain the total risk related to 
a	 particular	 consignment.SARS	 will	 now	 embark	 on	 campaigns	 to	 visit	
companies within the relevant industries. This is seen as an awareness 
initiative designed to ensure that all operators are registered and aware of 
their	cargo	reporting	obligations.	(See	Frequently	Asked	Questions	on	the	
Customs	Modernisation	website)

Customs Procedures Codes (CPCs)

In	November	2010,	SARS	introduced	the	new	system	of	goods	clearance	by	
customs procedure. This entailed the replacement of ‘purpose codes’ with 
‘customs	procedure	codes’.	The	change	was	required	to	allow	SARS	and	
customs stakeholders to embrace a new standard as provided for in the 
Revised	Kyoto	Convention	(RKC)	which	establishes	set	minimum	standards	
on	customs	clearance	simplification	and	harmonisation.	For	Release	2,	nine	
new CPC combinations have been developed for use by traders and are 
contained	in	the	Table	of	Customs	Procedure	Combinations	(see	below).

SARS	 is	 currently	 testing	 its	 new	 integrated	 Customs	 Solution,	 which	
together	with	the	introduction	of	the	new	Customs	Control	and	Duty	Acts,	
will	in	future	offer	the	possibility	to	extend	the	full	benefit	of	the	RKC	to	
traders such as:
•	 Simplified clearance.
•	 Incomplete clearance.
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•	 Supplementary clearance.
•	 Periodic clearance.
•	 Expedited release without customs clearance.
 
How CPCs work

Customs clearance in the future will require a declarant to indicate a 
“Procedure	Category	Code”	(PCC)	at	header	 level	of	 the	declaration,	as	
follows:

Procedure 
Category 

Code

Description

A Home	use	(including	goods	intended	for	'home	use'	for	which	
there	is	a	relief	of	duties	and	taxes).

B National and International Transit Procedure

C Transhipment Procedure

D Temporary	Admission	Procedure

E Customs Warehousing Procedure

F Stores Procedure

G Tax Free Shop Procedure 

H Export Procedure

I Temporary	 Export	 and	 Re-importation	 in	 the	 Same	 State	 Pro-
cedure

J Inward Processing Procedure

K Home Processing Procedure

L Outward Processing Procedure

At	declaration	line	level,	a	“Requested Customs Procedure Code” (RPC) 
and an associated “Previous Customs Procedure Code” (PPC) must be 
provided on the clearance declaration. The ‘PCC’ identifies the customs 
procedure under which the declarant wishes to clear goods. The requested 
procedure	code	(CPC)	specifies	the	intended	‘purpose’	for	which	the	goods	
are being cleared.
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A	Previous	‘CPC’	is	required	as	it	indicates	any	prior	‘purpose’	which	the	
goods	may	 have	 been	 cleared	 or	 subjected	 to	 in	 one	 or	 other	 form	 of	
procedure, e.g. processing, re-warehousing, or change of ownership. This 
also	 requires	 the	 declarant	 to	 insert	 the	 declaration	 reference,	 or	MRN,	
of the previous clearance. The table below specifies the permissible CPC 
scenarios for all customs clearance purposes:

 TABLE OF CUSTOMS PROCEDURE COMBINATIONS

PCC RPC PPC Pr. Measure Description P. Code

A – Home Use 
and  
Relief of Duties 
and Taxes

10 00 - Home	Use'	of	'ordinary	levy'	goods	
simultaneously dispatched to BLNS 
states.

OL

10 20 - Home	Use'	of	'ordinary	levy'	goods	
previously	moved	under	'National	
Transit',	dispatched	to	BLNS	states.

OL

10 40 - Home	Use'	of	'ordinary	levy'	goods	
previously entered under the 
'Warehousing'	procedure.

XOL

10 41 - Home	Use'	of	'ordinary	levy'	goods	
previously	subject	to	a	change	of	
ownership	under	the	'Warehouse'	
procedure.

XOL

10 44 - Home	Use'	of	'ordinary	levy'	
goods previously entered under 
the	'Warehousing'	procedure,	
previously re-warehoused under the 
warehouse procedure.

XOL

11 00 - Clearance of goods for Home Use, 
and free circulation.

DP

11 20 - Home	Use'	of	goods	previously	
moved	under	the	'National	Transit'	
procedure.

DP

11 40 - Home	Use'	of	goods,	previously	
placed	under	the	'Warehousing'	
procedure.

XDP

11 41 - Home	Use'	of	imported	goods	
previously	subject	to	a	change	of	
ownership	under	the	'Warehouse'	
procedure.

XDP
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 TABLE OF CUSTOMS PROCEDURE COMBINATIONS

PCC RPC PPC Pr. Measure Description P. Code

11 44 - Home	Use'	of	goods,	previously	re-
warehoused under the warehouse 
procedure.

XDP

12 00 - Clearance for Home Use and 
payment	of	VAT,	of	free	circulation	
goods arriving from a BLNS country.

IM4

13 00 412.26;	and
412.27

Clearance	for	'Home	Use'	and	
release into free circulation of war-
ranty replacement goods.

GR

13 20 412.26;	and
412.27

Home	Use'	and	release	into	free	
circulation of replacement goods, 
previously removed under the 
National Transit procedure.

GR

13 40 412.26;	and	412.27 Home	Use'	and	release	into	free	
circulation of replacement goods, 
previously cleared under the ware-
house procedure.

XGR

13 41 412.26;	and	412.27 Home	Use'	and	release	into	free	
circulation of replacement goods, 
previously	subject	to	a	change	of	
ownership	under	the	'Warehouse'	
procedure.

XGR

13 44 412.26;	and
412.27

Home	Use'	and	release	into	free	
circulation of replacement goods, 
previously re-warehoused under the 
warehouse procedure.

XGR
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 TABLE OF CUSTOMS PROCEDURE COMBINATIONS

PCC RPC PPC Pr. Measure Description P. Code

14 00 403.01;	405.01;	
405.04;	405.05;	
405.09;	406.01;	
406.02;	406.03;	
406.05;	406.06;	
406.07;	407.01;	
407.02;	407.04;	
407.06;	408.01;
408.03;	410.03;	
411.00;	412.01;	
412.02;	412.03;	
412.04;	412.05;	
412.06;	412.08;	
412.09;	412.10;	
412.11;	412.12;	
412.13;	412.14;	
412.16;	412.17;	
412.21;	412.22;	
412.23;	412.25;	
412.26;	412.27;	
413.01;	413.02;	
413.03;	413.04;	
413.05;	413.06;	
413.07;	460.01;	
460.02;	460.04;	
460.05;	460.06;	
460.07;	460.10;	
460.11;	460.11;	
460.13;	460.14;	
460.15;	460.16;	
460.17;	460.18;	
460.23;	460.24;
460.25;	460.26;	
496.00;	497.01;	and	
497.02.

Clearance	for	'Home	use'	under	're-
lief	of	duties	and	taxes'	for	specific	
conditions as provided for under 
Schedule	4	of	the	customs	tariff.

GR

14 20 As	above. 'Home	use'	under	'relief	of	duties	
and	taxes'	for	specific	conditions	
as	provided	for	under	Schedule	4	
of the customs tariff, previously 
cleared under the national transit 
procedure.

GR
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14 40 As	above. Home	Use'	of	goods	under	'relief	
of	duties	and	taxes'	for	specific	
conditions as provided for under 
Schedule	4	of	the	customs	tariff,	
previously	placed	under	the	'Ware-
housing'	procedure.

XGR

14 41 As	above. Home	Use'	of	goods	under	'relief	
of	duties	and	taxes'	for	specific	
conditions as provided for under 
Schedule	4	of	the	customs	tariff,	
previously	subject	to	a	change	of	
ownership	under	the	'Warehouse'	
procedure.

XGR

14 44 As	above. Home	Use'	of	goods	under	'relief	
of	duties	and	taxes'	for	specific	
conditions as provided for under 
Schedule	4	of	the	customs	tariff,	
previously re-warehoused under the 
'Warehouse'	procedure.

XGR

15 00 412.07 Clearance	for	'Home	Use'	of	
goods	offered	for	'unconditional	
abandonment'.

GR

15 14 412.07 Abandonment	of	goods	previously	
cleared for Home Use, and relief of 
duties and taxes.

GR

15 20 412.07 Abandonment	of	goods	previously	
cleared	under	the	'National	Transit'	
procedure.

GR

15 35 412.07 Abandonment	of	goods	previously	
cleared	under	the	'Temporary	Ad-
mission'	procedure.

GR

15 40 412.07 Abandonment	of	goods	previously	
cleared	under	the	'Warehouse'	
procedure.

XGR

15 41 412.07 Abandonment	of	goods,	previously	
subject	to	a	change	of	ownership	
under	the	'Warehouse'	procedure.

XGR

15 44 412.07 Abandonment	of	goods	previously	
re-warehoused under the ware-
house procedure.

XGR

15 80 412.07 Abandonment	of	goods	previously	
placed	under	the	'Inward	Process-
ing'	procedure.

GR

15 85 412.07 Abandonment	of	goods	previously	
placed	under	the	'Processing	for	
Home	Use'	procedure.

GR
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B – National & 
International 
Transit

20 00 - National	Transit	of	goods	'removed	
in	bond'	from	port/place	of	arrival,	
to place of destination inside the 
Republic,	or	licensed	warehouse	in	
a BLNS state.

RIB

20 75 - National	Transit	of	goods	'removed	
in	bond'	from	port/place	of	arrival,	
to place of destination inside the 
Republic,	previously	cleared	under	
the temporary export procedure.

RIB

20 90 - National	Transit	of	goods	'removed	
in	bond'	from	port/place	of	arrival,	
to place of destination inside the 
Republic,	previously	cleared	under	
the outward processing procedure.

RIB

21 00 - International Transit of goods 
'removed	in	bond'	from	port/place	
of arrival, and exported from the 
Republic.

RIT

22 00 - International Transit of BLNS goods 
'removed	in	transit'	and	exported	
from	the	Republic.

IM8

C – Tranship-
ment Proce-
dure

30 00 - Clearance for transhipment of 
goods.	(Note:	excluded	from	
Release	1	implementation.	Pend-
ing implementation of the new 
Customs	Act.)

N/A

D – Temporary 
Admission 
Procedure

35 00 480.00;	and
490.00

Placement of imported goods 
under	the	'Temporary	Admission'	
Procedure.

GR

35 20 480.00;	and
490.00

Placement of imported goods 
under	the	'Temporary	Admission'	
Procedure previously cleared for 
removal under the national transit 
procedure.

GR

36 35 480.00;	and
490.00

Outright Export of goods originally 
imported	under	the	'Temporary	
Admission'	procedure.

EIG

37 00 - Temporary	Admission	of	goods	from	
BLNS states.

IM5

38 37 - Outright Export of goods originally 
imported under the Temporary 
Admission	procedure	from	BLNS	
states.

EX3

39 00 - Packing material re-exported 
originally imported containing 
goods	destined	for	the	Republic	
(including	BLNS)

EIG
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E – Customs 
Warehousing 
Procedure

40 00 - Placement of imported goods in 
a customs warehouse under the 
'Warehousing'	procedure.

WH

40 20 - Placement of imported goods into 
a customs warehouse under the 
'Warehousing'	procedure	previ-
ously	removed	under	the	'National	
Transit'	procedure.

WH

41 40 - Change of Ownership of warehouse 
goods.	(No	physical	movement	
of	goods).

XRW

41 41 - Change of Ownership of warehouse 
goods, where change of ownership 
occurs for a subsequent time.

XRW

41 44 - Change of Ownership of warehouse 
goods, where goods were previ-
ously re-warehoused.

XRW

42 00 - Clearance of imported goods into a 
customs warehouse for subsequent 
exportation	from	the	Republic.

WE

42 20 - Placement of imported goods into a 
customs warehouse for subsequent 
exportation	from	the	Republic	previ-
ously	removed	under	the	'National	
Transit'	procedure.

WE

43 40 - Removal	of	warehouse	goods,	in	
bond, from one customs warehouse 
to another customs warehouse, in 
the	Republic	or	BLNS	state

XIB

43 41 - Removal	of	goods	under	the	
'warehouse'	procedure,	from	one	
customs warehouse to another 
customs	warehouse,	in	the	Republic	
or	BLNS	state,	previously	subject	to	
a Change of Ownership.

XIB

43 42 Clearance for removal of 2nd hand 
motor vehicles under the warehouse 
procedure for export, from a 
customs	warehouse	in	the	Republic	
to another customs warehouse in a 
BLNS state.

XIB

43 44 - Removal	of	goods	under	the	
'warehouse'	procedure,	from	one	
customs warehouse to another 
customs	warehouse,	in	the	Republic	
or BLNS state, where such goods 
were previously re-warehoused.

XIB
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44 43 - Re-warehousing	of	warehouse	
goods, previously removed in bond 
from one customs warehouse to 
another.

XRW

45 00 - Removal	of	excise	goods	from	one	
excise warehouse to another excise 
warehouse,	in	the	Republic	or	
BLNS state.

ZIB

45 46 - Removal	of	excise	goods	from	one	
excise warehouse to another excise 
warehouse,	in	the	Republic	or	BLNS	
state, where the goods were previ-
ously re-warehoused.

ZIB

45 47 Clearance for removal in bond of 
excise goods from one excise ware-
house to another excise warehouse 
in	the	Republic	or	BLNS,	where	the	
goods	were	previously	subject	to	a	
change of ownership.

ZIB

46 45 - Re-warehousing	of	excise	goods,	
removed in bond from one excise 
warehouse to another excise 
warehouse.

ZRW

47 00 - Clearance for Change of Owner-
ship of goods in an Exci––––se 
Warehouse.	(No	physical	movement	
of	goods)

ZRW

47 46 - Clearance for Change of Ownership 
of  goods, which were previously 
removed in bond form one excise 
ware house to another

ZRW

F – Stores 
Procedure

51 00 - Supply	of	'free	circulation	goods'	
cleared under the Stores Procedure 
as supplies to a foreign-going ves-
sel, aircraft, or train.

EAS

52 00 - Supply of ‘locally produced excisable 
goods'	cleared	under	the	Stores	
Procedure as supplies to a foreign-
going vessel, aircraft, or train.

ZES

52 46 - Supply	of	'Stores'	of	excise	goods	
ex	an	excise	'Storage	Warehouse’	
previously re-warehoused.

ZES

52 47 - Supply	of	'Stores'	of	excise	goods	
ex	an	excise	'Storage	Warehouse',	
previously	subject	to	a	change	of	
ownership.

ZES
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53 40 - Supply	of	‘imported	goods'	cleared	
under the Stores Procedure as 
supplies to a foreign-going vessel, 
aircraft, or train.

XES

53 41 - Supply	of	'Stores'	of	imported	
goods	placed	under	the	'Warehous-
ing’	procedure,	previously	subject	to	
'change	of	ownership'.

XES

53 42 - Supply	of	'Stores'	of	imported	
goods	placed	under	the	'Warehous-
ing'	procedure,	previously	entered	
for warehousing and export.

XES

53 44 - Supply	of	'Stores'	of	imported	
goods	placed	under	the	'Ware-
housing'	procedure,	previously	
re-warehoused.

XES

G – Tax Free 
Shop Procedure

55 00 - Supply	of	goods	to	a	'Tax	Free	Shop'	
(Note:	excluded	from	Release	2	
implementation. Pending implemen-
tation	of	the	new	Customs	Act.)	

N/A

55 41 - Supply	of	goods	to	a	'Tax	Free	
Shop',	where	goods	were	previously	
subject	to	a	change	of	ownership	
under the warehouse procedure. 
(Note:	excluded	from	Release	2	
implementation. Pending implemen-
tation	of	the	new	Customs	Act.)

N/A

55 42 - Supply	of	goods	to	a	'Tax	Free	
Shop',	where	goods	were	previously	
placed in warehouse for purpose 
of	re-exportation.	(Note:	excluded	
from	Release	2	implementation.	
Pending implementation of the new 
Customs	Act.)

N/A

55 44 - Supply	of	goods	to	a	'Tax	Free	
Shop',	where	goods	were	previously	
re-warehoused under the ware-
house	procedure.	(Note:	excluded	
from	Release	2	implementation.	
Pending implementation of the new 
Customs	Act.)

N/A

55 46 - Supply	of	excise	goods	to	a	'Tax	Free	
Shop',	where	goods	were	previously	
re-warehoused under the ware-
house	procedure.	(Note:	excluded	
from	Release	2	implementation.	
Pending implementation of the new 
Customs	Act.)

N/A
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55 47 - Supply	of	excise	goods	to	a	'Tax	Free	
Shop',	where	goods	were	previously	
subject	to	a	change	of	ownership	
under the warehouse procedure.

N/A

H – Export 
Procedure

60 00 - Outright	Export	of	'free	circulation	
goods'.	

ELG/EIG

61 00 - Outright	Export	of	'free	circulation	
goods'	to	the	BLNS.

EX1

62 11 522.02;	522.03;	
522.04;	and	522.06

Outright Export of goods in same 
condition as imported for which 
a	subsequent	Specific	Refund	is	
to	be	claimed	in	terms	of	the	5th	
Schedule to the Customs Tariff.

EIG

63 11 501.00	to		521.00;	and	
550.00	to	551.00

Outright Export of compensating 
products for which a subsequent 
Drawback	in	terms	of	the	5th	
Schedule to the Customs Tariff.

EIG/ELG

64 00 618.02;	619.02;
620.03;	621.04;
622.10;	622.12;
623.05;	623.11;
624.10;	633.01;
670.06;	670.08;
671.05;	671.07;
671.09;	681.01;	and	
681.04

Outright Export of goods for which 
a	subsequent	Refund	&	Rebate	
(i.t.o.	Excise	Duties,	Fuel	Levy,	Road	
Accident	Fund	Levy	&	Environmental	
Levy)	is	to	be	claimed	under	6th	
Schedule to the Customs Tariff.

ELG

65 00 - Outright Export of uncleared goods, 
deemed imported, abandoned to 
Customs, sold by auction, now 
being exported outright from the 
Republic.

ELG

66 12 - Re-export	of	goods	that	were	
originally permanently imported 
from a BLNS country, and which 
are being permanently returned, 
for	whatever	reason,	(e.g.	goods	
oversupplied, incorrectly supplied, 
damaged,	etc).

EX3

67 40 - Outright Export of goods origi-
nally placed under the Warehouse 
Procedure.

XE

67 41 - Outright export of goods originally 
placed	under	the	'Warehousing'	
procedure.

XE

67 42 - Outright export of goods cleared 
under	the	'Warehousing'	procedure	
for exportation.

XE
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67 44 - Outright export of goods originally 
placed	under	the	'Warehousing'	
procedure, previously moved 
in	bond	under	the	'warehouse'	
procedure.

XE

68 00 - Clearance for Outright Export of 
'excise	goods'	manufactured	in	an	
Excise Warehouse.

ZE

68 46 - Outright Export of ‘excise’ goods 
from an Excise Warehouse.

ZE

68 47 - Clearance for Outright Export of  
'excise'	goods	from	an	Excise	Ware-
house, previously having undergone 
a change of ownership

ZE

I – Temporary 
Export & 
Re-importation 
in Same State 
Procedure

75 00 - Temporary export for re-imported 
unaltered goods for home use.

EIG/ELG

76 00 - Temporary export of goods to the 
BLNS for re-imported unaltered 
goods for home use.

EX2

77 20 409.01;	
409.02;		
409.04;	
409.05;	or	409.06

Re-importation	for	'Home	Use',	
after	'Temporary	Exportation'	for	
re-importation of goods in the same 
state;	previously	removed	under	the	
‘National Transit’ procedure.

GR

77	 60 409.02; Re-importation	of	goods	originally	
permanently exported, without hav-
ing	been	subjected	to	any	process	
of manufacture or manipulation

GR

77 68 409.06 Re-importation	of	excisable	goods	
exported ex a customs and excise 
warehouse.

GR

77 75 409.01;	
409.04;	or	
409.05

Re-importation	for	'Home	Use',	
after	'Temporary	Exportation'	for	
re-importation of goods in the 
same state.

GR

78 76 - Re-importation	of	goods	in	same	
state from the BLNS, under the 
'Temporary	Export'	Procedure.

IM6

 J – Inward 
Processing 
Procedure

80 00 470.01;
470.02;
470.03;	and
498.00

Placement of goods under the 
Inward Processing Procedure.

GR

80 20 470.01;
470.02;
470.03;	and
498.00

Placement of goods under the 
'Inward	Processing'	procedure	previ-
ously cleared under the national 
transit procedure.

GR
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80 40 470.01;
470.02;
470.03;	and
498.00

Clearance of goods under the 
‘Inward	Processing'	procedure,	
previously	placed	under	the	'Ware-
housing'	procedure.

XGR

80 41 470.01;
470.02;
470.03;	and
498.00

Clearance of goods under the 
‘Inward	Processing'	procedure,	
previously	subject	to	Change	of	
Ownership	under	the	'Warehousing'	
procedure.

XGR

80 44 470.01;
470.02;
470.03;	and
498.00

Clearance of goods under the 
‘Inward	Processing'	procedure,	
previously re-warehoused under the 
'Warehousing'	procedure.

XGR

81 80 - Transfer	of	ownership	of	'Inward	
processing'	goods.		(Note:	excluded	
from	Release	2	implementation.	
Pending implementation of the new 
Customs	Act.)

N/A

82 80 - Sub-contracting of inward process-
ing operations with no transfer of 
liability	to	a	sub-contractor.	(Cut-
Make-Trim	CMT).	(Note:	excluded	
from	Release	2	implementation.	
Pending implementation of the new 
Customs	Act.)

N/A

83 80 - Outright	Export	of	'inward	
processed	compensating	products'	
(including	any	waste/scrap)	obtained	
from goods imported under the 
'Inward	Processing'	procedure.

EIG

K – Home 
Processing 
Procedure

85 00 303.01	to
392.01

Placement of imported goods 
under	'Processing	for	home	use'	
procedure.

IR

85 20 303.01	to
392.01

Placement of goods under the 
'Processing	for	Home	Use'	proce-
dure previously removed under the 
national transit procedure.

IR

85 40 303.01	to
392.01

Processing	for	Home	Use'	of	goods	
previously	placed	under	the	'Ware-
housing'	procedure.

XIR

85 41 303.01	to
392.01

Processing	for	Home	Use'	of	goods,	
previously	subject	to	Change	of	
Ownership	under	the	'Warehousing'	
procedure.

XIR

85 44 303.01	to
392.01

‘Processing	for	Home	Use'	of	goods	
previously re-warehoused under the 
'Warehousing'	procedure.

XIR
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86 85 - Transfer	of	ownership	of	'Processing	
for	home	use'	goods.	(Note:	exclud-
ed	from	Release	2	implementation.	
Pending implementation of the new 
Customs	Act.)

N/A

87 85 - Sub-contracting of processing for 
home use operations with no trans-
fer of liability to a sub-contractor. 
(Cut-Make-Trim	CMT).	(Note:	
excluded	from	Release	2	implemen-
tation. Pending implementation of 
the	new	Customs	Act.)

N/A

88 85 - Clearance	for	'Home	Use	of	
'compensating	Products'	(includ-
ing	and	valuable	waste/scrap)	
obtained from goods imported 
under	the	'Processing	for	Home	
Use'	procedure'.	(Note:	excluded	
from	Release	2	implementation.	
Pending implementation of the new 
Customs	Act.)

N/A

L – Outward 
Processing 
Procedure

90 00 - Placement of goods under the 
'Outward	Processing'	procedure,	
for subsequent re-importation of 
'compensating	products'.

EIG

91 20 409.07 Placement of goods under the 
'Outward	Processing'	procedure	
previously	moved	under	'National	
Transit',	for	subsequent	re-importa-
tion	of	'compensating	products'.

GR

91 90 409.07 Re-importation	of	'compensating	
products',	after	export	under	the	
'Outward	Processing'	procedure.

GR

In order to submit a customs clearance the above codes must be applied in 
conjunction	with	a	previous	procedure	code.	

Under	 certain	 circumstances,	 a	 ‘Procedure	 Measure’	 (PM)	 must	 be	
provided. This will occur under any procedure which requires the use of 
either	a	3rd	Schedule	industrial	rebate	or	4th Schedule general rebate item. 
In addition, the use of Procedure Measures are also extended to clearances 
which	 trigger	 a	 refund	 or	 drawback	 under	 the	 5th Schedule as well as 
rebates	in	respect	of	the	export	excise	goods	under	the	6th	Schedule.	Refer	
to	the	PCC/RPC	combinations	above	to	see	those	requiring	declaration	of	
a procedure measure.
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New Customs Declaration - Data Fields

In order to accommodate the new customs inspection process as well 
as	 the	method	by	which	 traders/brokers	will	 notify	 SARS	of	 their	 intent	
where an inspection outcome yields an amendment and possible penalties/
forfeiture,	two	new	data	fields	will	be	required	on	the	amendment	(VOC).	
They are as follows:

1. Change Acknowledgement Indicator	 -	 All	 declaration	
amendments	 (VOCs)	which	 result	 from	 the	 outcome	of	 a	 customs	
inspection will require the insertion of a change acknowledgement 
indicator code.  Traders/Brokers have the following options to choose 
from and must insert the appropriate code in the field provided for 
on the declaration:

Code Purpose and Use

‘1’	–	Accepted
Must be used where trader/broker agrees with the cus-
toms inspection outcome.

‘2’	–	Conditionally	Accepted
Must be used where the trader/broker disputes the in-
spection outcome to the extent of a disagreement on 
penalties imposed.

‘3’	–	Conditionally	Accepted
Must be used where the trader/broker disputes the in-
spection outcome but requires release of the goods.

	‘4’	–	Rejected
Must be used where the trader/broker rejects	the	
inspection outcome in its entirety, and does not want 
release of the goods.

2. Case Number - any declaration targeted for an inspection 
(documentary,	physical,	or	non-intrusive)	will	automatically	receive	a	
‘case number’. The broker/trader will be notified of a case number 
when	 he/she	 receives	 a	 customs	 status	 message	 ‘13’	 (request	 for	
supporting	 documents)	 or	 ‘26’	 (inspection	 outcome).	 Where	 a	
declaration	amendment	 is	 required	 for	goods	which	are	 subject	 to	
an open case, the declarant must insert the ‘case number’ in the field 
provided.  Please note that where a declarant submits an amendment 
of his/her own volition, then a ‘case no’ is not required. 
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For more information on the usage of the abovementioned fields, kindly 
refer to the Manual for Completion of Customs Clearances and Frequently 
Asked	Questions	on	the	Customs	Modernisation	website.	

Need help?

If any Customs clients have queries during the go-live period of  
Release	2,	they	should	contact	their	local	branch	who	will	have	a	MOTSU	
(Modernisation	trained	super	user)	on	hand	to	deal	with	any	issues.	If	they	
cannot	resolve	the	query,	it	will	be	referred	to	a	special	SARS	Support	Centre	
which will be set up during and after go-live.

Alternatively,	you	can	log	a	query	on	the	Customs Modernisation website 
on	the	SARS	website	(www.sars.gov.za)	under	“Talk	to	Us”.

If	 you	have	a	general	Customs	query,	 you	 can	phone	 the	SARS	 contact	
centre	on	0800	00	SARS	(7277).

Any	Customs	branch	will	also	be	able	to	answer	general	Customs	queries,	
as well as give you the status on your declaration and tell you whether your 
goods have been stopped or released, whether you need to pay anything 
and if supporting documents are required.

If traders want to know more about the codes or have any questions 
regarding the changes which are taking place under Modernisation, they 
can	go	to	the	SARS	website	(www.sars.gov.za), click on Customs and then 
on Customs Modernisation. 
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Notes:
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